
Calculate the power required for best performance. 

o go faster, you apply 
more power, right? 
Yes, but the real ques

tion is how much? All pilots 
have been exposed to the classic 

power required and power 
available curves, but few have 
analyzed the relationships on 
which they are based. Conse
quently, many people who have 

installed more power in air
planes have been surp(ised and 

disappointed in the result. 

Aerodynamic drag, if all else is 
unchanged, varies with the square 
of velocity, but power i~ he rate of 
energy usage. Since force is related to 
the square of speed, and power is a 
rate, the drag is multiplied by the 
speed to obtain power. This means 
power is a fur1ction of speed cubed 
(VA). This doesn't n1ean much when 
airspeed is low, bt,r in the range of 
top speeds it l1econ1es a formidable 
factor. 

How It Works 
The powcr-rc<111 ir<·tl Cllrve in Fig

ure 1 is for a J)(lJ)ll lar kit airplane 
normally C(jUiJ)J)l·tl with a 160-bhp 
( bra k e -m e a s u r c d h < 1 r ~ l' 11 <) w e r ) 
engine. This J)l<1t i, thru st 11ower 
after propeller rlfil·tt' tH:y is :lJ)plied. 
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Notice how steep the curve is at the 
high-speed area on the right. At any 
speed between the minimum and 
maximum, this curve is almost exclu
sively a function of speed cubed, 
because the induced drag diminishes 
rapidly. 

The power reqtrired really con
sists of two clisrincr parts: the induced 
power and rhc /Jarasite power. W. S. 
Diehl, in his " l~ngineering Aerody
nan1ics," n<)tl'<I rhat if we know the 
two clen1enrs <>f J)C)wer required at 
only <>nc spel·<I, 'vVl' car, predict them 
for othl'r SJ)l'rtls t <> c<> nstruct the 
wh<>le curvr wit 11 sufficient acctrracy 
fcJr n1any J)llfJ)<>~c~. lt1<-luccd (lrag and 
power arr ll11r 111 the J)r<itluctior1 of 
lifr, <-l<'J)<'ll<li11~: 1,11ly c)n SJ)an lc>ading 
anti s1>t'l'<I. All l·l,c ,~ L': tllc<I J)arasite 

drag and includes wing profile drag, 
fuselage drag, engine cooling drag 
and so on. Although not precise, as it 
does not account for variation of 
parasite drag coefficient with angle of 
attack, this is adequate for n1ost com-

• par1sons. 
The genera l perfor111ance is 

defined by the power available curve 
on the diagram. The propeller is 
assumed to be selected for 111axi1num 
speed, which is usual ly als<> nea rly 
optimum for cruising at 75°/4, pc,wer. 
The next more powerful engine avail
able produces 180 bhp, and adding 
another power-availal)le ct1rvc for 
that engine, we see the very small 
resulting increase in the maxi111um 
speed. The difference a n1ounts to 
(V2N1) = (P2/P1)~, which in this case 
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is only a 4 o/o gain in speed for a 
12.5% increase in power. 

Adding one more line to Figure ·1 , 

we can learn something about effi
cie11cy and range. Starting from the 
origin, a line tangent to the power
required curve shows where the least 
energy is needed to move the air
plane, at about 100 mph in this case. 
At this speed the airplane can fly 
the farthest for a given amount of 
fuel or glide the farthest without 
power. Fuel consumption at different 
settings may vary it a little, but this 
is close to the optimum range speed. 
The lowest point on the curve, the 
absolute least power to fly, indicates 
the maximum endurance speed of 
about 70 mph. 

The two power-available curves 
also tell us something else about the 
change with increased power. The 
difference between power needed for 
level flight and what is available at 
any airspeed is the portion you can 
use for climbing. This difference 
varies with airspeed, and maximum 
shows the best rate of climb speed. 
With 160 bhp, the best climb is near 
110 mph, and with 180 bhp, it's 
about 115 mph. 

Climb Rates 
The best climb rate means the 

quickest climb to cruising altitude. 
On takeoff, howe~ r, you may be 
more anxious about the best angle of 
climb to clear the inevitable trees or 
power lines at the end of the field. 
The most favorable airspeed for 
angle of climb can be roughly esti
mated, but the more accurate way 
is to measure the spread between the 
power curves. By plotting this dif
ference as a function of speed, you 
can locate the best rate and best 
angle speeds directly. 

By drawing a line from the origin 
of the plot to the rate of climb curve 
(Figure 2 ), you identify the best angle 
of climb and the airspeed at which 
this occurs. This is at approximately 
80 mph with the larger eng.ine, a11d 
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it's at 85 mph with the sma ller 
engine. Converting the numbers to 
the same units, the angle is nearly 
30 % better with the higher power, 
about 17 feet per hundred compared 
to 13. The rate of climb has increased 
from about 1140 fpm to about 1540, 
a 35% gain for the power increase of 
12.5o/o. This is where the improve
ment shows up! 

Plotting the performance curves 

The difference between power 
needed for level flight and 

what is available at any 
airspeed is the portion you 

can use for climbing. 

of an airplane provides the designer 
and pilot with a tool to understand 
what the airpla11e can do and how to 
achieve the best performance with 
it. Altho ugh the figures shown start
ed with S<>n1c l1asic test data for a 
particular 111c>clcl, the numbers have 
been ro unlll'c.l <>ff f<>r illustrative con
venience anc.l J)f<>vide representative 
plots that a re 11< >t t<> be taken literal
ly fc>r an y <>ll<' :1ir1)la11c o r model. 

Calculating Power 
For those who wish to do their 

own performance estimates, here is a 
good tip. The best method of calcu
lating power requirements is to com
pute each contribution to the total 
drag separately. 

The manner in which cooling air 
and engine exhaust are discharged 
can be good or bad for performance. 
If engine baffling is poor, more pres
sure differential is needed to move 
enough cooling air through the cylin
der fins and oil cooler. When an inlet 
or outlet is in a bad location, obtain
ing that pressure difference will cause 
more drag than if the locations are 
well chosen. 

Giving that a little thought, you 
realize the pressures on an aircraft, 
and surface pressure surfaces vary 
wildly. Tak.ing advantage of them is 
not difficult, you just have to pay 
attention and look at typical pressure 
distributions. Better yet, measure 
some pressures on the particular air
craft involved. A water manometer is 
simple to rig and safe to use. Dis
charging the flow as nearly as possi
ble parallel to the external flow is 
best, and if you can match the veloc
ities with proper outlet sizing, you 
have the best possible conditions. 

For an oil cooler or a radiator, 
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don't aim a concentrated stream of 
air at the core. Use a plenum cham
ber ahead of the unit so the velocity 
is as uniform as possible through 
the core. This arrangement takes the 
least total flow and ca uses the least 
drag. Merely expanding a duct does 
not work unless the expansion is so 
grad ual that the flow remains 
attached to the diffuser walls. There 
is twice as much energy in the cool
ing air and exhaust as is delivered to 
the propeller, so it is even possible to 
recover some useful propulsive thrust 
with clever design. The P-51 demon
strated this principle in the early 
1940s with an outlet area properly 
matched to the heat to be dissipated 
and external flow. 

Choose the Right Prop 
Once you are satisfied the engine 

is delivering as much power as it 
should and cooling drag has been 
held to a minimum, it's time to opti
mize the propeller design for the 
desired result. Again, if speed is the 
object, the propeller ca n be fine
tuned for maximum airspeed at the 
maximum propeller rpm. This is not 
a simple task, and you need either a 
good propeller designer to advise 
you or one of the available propeller 
specification computer programs to 
find the right combination of diam
eter, pitch, solidity and number of 
blades. 

If takeoff and climb performance 
is your game, the propeijer selection 
must be biased to favo~ these seg
ments of a flight. However, it would 
penalize the plane in cruise and limit 
maximum speed to avoid over
speeding the engine unless propeller 
pitch is controllable. 

Diameter is constrained by tip 
speed, which can impose a real 
penalty if it's excessive. The general 
principle applies: It takes diameter to 
have large thrust at low speeds. At 
high speeds, large diameter can hurt, 
and it is not needed fo r efficiency 
because ample 1nass flow through 
the system is inhere11tly available at 
high airspeeds. 

Each drag elen1cnt has its own 
characteristic drag C<>cfficient. Land-
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ing gears are different from fuselages 
or tail surfaces and may act differ
ently with angle of attack. When 
changes are made in design or con
struction details, the various elements 
can be accounted for without affect
ing other components of the total. 

Induced drag has been common
ly misunderstood because of an old 
and misleading term: span efficiency. 
It's a mistaken application of W.B. 
Oswald's airplane efficiency, which 
he used in a 1932 NACA report to 
simplify calculations by means of a 
virtual span before personal com
puters made the bookkeeping easy. It 
merely hides part of the parasite 
drag, which happens to vary with 
speed roughly as the induced drag 
does. The span efficiency factors with 

The trick is to remember that 
airplanes are usually less than 

pertect, and numbers must be 
used with some judgment 

real physical meaning are induced 
drag corrections for planform and 
tip shape, which can be found in the 
first chapter of Abbott and von 
Doenhoff's, "Theory of Wing Sec
tions." The difference from the ideal 
induced drag is usually quite small. 

Almost any aerodynamics text
book can lead you through the 
process of performance estimation. 
The trick is to remember that air
planes are usually less than perfect, 
and numbers must be used with 
some judgment. Better to be pleas
antly surprised with conservative 
performance estimates than disap
pointed when optimistic estimates 
aren't realized in flight. KP 

Bill Welch died in February 1999. 
His widow, Virginia, has allowed 
us to present his unpublished arti
cles. 
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